[Identification and characterization of the two promoters of plasmid pKYM].
Plasmid pKYM is a multicopy plasmid isolated from Shigella sonnei and multiples stably in Escherichia coli. The plasmid encodes Rep protein which is essential for its multiplication and synthesizes cop ribonucleic acid (RNA) which is a short RNA complementary to the 5' region of rep m-RNA. This RNA controls the copy number and the incompatibility of the plasmid. The previous analysis located the promoters of rep m-RNA RNA (PR) and cop RNA (PL) in the inc region. This report confirmed the presence of these promoters by analyzing the RNAs isolated from the cells carrying pKYM and those synthesized in vitro. The initiation sites of these transcriptions were also determined. Analysis of in vivo RNA suggested that the quantity of cop RNA whose size was about 90 nucleotides was larger than that of rep m-RNA and these RNAs easily formed RNA-RNA hybrid. The analysis also suggested that the synthesis of rep m-RNA was repressed by cop RNA and Rep protein itself.